Assembled viral-like nanoparticles from elastic capsomers and polyion.
Molecular dynamics simulations are carried out on a coarse-grained model to describe the polyion driven co-assembly of elastic capsomers as viral-like aggregates. The kinetics and structural properties of the complexes are examined using cationic capsomers, an anionic polyion, both modelled using beads connected by springs, and counterions neutralizing separately the two charged species. Polyion overcharging the capsid is encapsulated owing to combined effects of the capsomer-capsomer short-range interactions, the polyion ability to follow a Hamiltonian path, and Donnan equilibrium. Conditions leading to a high yield of viral-like nanoparticles are found, and the simulations demonstrate that the capsomer elasticity provides mechanisms that improve the reliability toward correctly formed capsids. These mechanisms are related to a highly irregular capsomer cluster growth followed by the appearance of two stable capsomer clusters with the polyion acting as a tether between them. Elevated capsomeric flexibility provides an additional pathway to anneal the kinetically trapped structures by the ejection of a capsomeric monomer from a malformed complex followed by a rebinding step to form a correct capsid.